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Local view: Federal water rule will hurt counties
By Rich Sve Today at 12:07 a.m.

he definition of “water” is not typically a controversial subject. But with new federal regulations from the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers — called the “Definition of Water in the U.S.,”

or “WOTUS” — water may come to be defined as a burdensome regulation on local and county governments.

Recently, the EPA and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers published a long-awaited final rule on WOTUS, set to take effect in

late August. While the efforts of these agencies are appreciated, county governments are left disappointed with the final

result.

The final federal rule will have serious and negative impacts on how county governments manage water around roads

and bridges and will impose restrictions on property owners. That is why the Association of Minnesota Counties, the

National Association of Counties, and a host of other state and national organizations are opposed to the rule.

This rule will be detrimental to Minnesota’s taxpayers.

Minnesota is economically and environmentally diverse, and the state has robust protections in place through the

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency and Department of Natural Resources that could be undermined should the rule be

implemented without clear science and definition. Minnesotans would face arbitrary decisions “on the ground” that

could result in permitting delays; denials for home construction, commercial development or road construction; and

possible negative impacts to sensitive environmental areas that the rule’s intent is to protect.  

The final rule for WOTUS takes into account the “interconnectedness” of tributaries, wetlands and other waters to

downstream waters. This means the federal government would substantially increase federal control of Minnesota’s

lakes, streams, wetlands and drainage ditches. It subjects the “new” federally protected waters to additional standards

and rules, which would be both duplicative and unnecessary.

Local governments maintain the public-safety infrastructure around roads and bridges that keep rising water away from

citizens and their property. We use a variety of methods to do this, including flood-control channels, roadside ditches

and green infrastructure. With the expanded federal definition of water, local governments face increased costs and

much longer timelines to move projects forward. That’s because of the increased burden of obtaining permits and

approvals from the federal government.

Beyond the impacts on counties and property owners through expanded federal regulations, the Environmental

Protection Agency and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers have not adequately consulted with state and local governments

during the process of unveiling the proposed rule. As a result, the rule uses inconsistent and ambiguous terminology,

such as vague definitions for terms like “tributary,” “significant nexus,” “adjacency,” “riparian areas,” “floodplains” and

“neighboring.” These terms could be interpreted in different ways, which could cause additional types of public

infrastructure to fall under federal jurisdiction and arbitrary decisions. As a result, it is difficult to know the extent to

which Minnesotans will be affected and the total costs of these changes for taxpayers.

The final WOTUS rule substantially increases the reach of federal regulations and greatly increases

time-consuming processes for local governments and property owners to obtain permits for what was previously under

local jurisdiction. Such delays continually cause increased construction costs which are borne by county taxpayers.

Minnesota counties take clean water seriously and continually strive to protect our natural resources. U.S. Sen. Amy

Klobuchar supported counties and taxpayers when she voted in favor of Senate Amendment 347 during consideration of

the Senate budget. Minnesota counties ask her for her support again, along with that of U.S. Sen. Al Franken, for the
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federal Water Quality Protection Act and any other legislation that would prevent this rule from taking effect at the end

of August.  

We at the Association of Minnesota Counties will continue to stand together for local governments, taxpayers and

property owners and against burdensome and inconsistent federal regulations. We ask Sens. Klobuchar and Franken to

please help counties across Minnesota to restart the rulemaking process and provide the clarity needed at the ground

level for counties to effectively implement this rule and protect our valuable water resources.

 

Rich Sve is a Lake County commissioner, chairman of the Association of Minnesota Counties’ Environment and Natural
Resources Committee and chairman of the Northern Counties Land Use Coordinating Board.


